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1. ABSTRACT

The term MIMO SAR is used for Synthetic Aperture Radar

(SAR) systems utilizing multiple-receive and multiple-transmit

channels (Multiple-Input Multiple Output: MIMO). The

trade-space for such SAR systems includes the instrument

and antenna parameters taking into consideration the tech-

niques, i.e. the operation modes of the radar. The purpose of

exploring this trade-space is to improve and optimize the per-

formance of the system, described through the performance

parameters.

The aim of this paper is to show examples of how MIMO

SAR offers new and unexpected ways of trading the system

and performance parameters versus each other. Adequately

exploring the trade-space yields a high flexibility and allows

to simultaneously improve multiple performance parameters;

a feature not available in conventional single channel SAR

systems. The content of this paper is considered novel in the

sense that it deals with highly advance SAR techniques.

2. INTRODUCTION

The main innovative characteristic of forthcoming genera-

tions of SAR systems is the use of multiple elevation and/or

azimuth receiver channels combined with digital beamform-

ing (DBF) capability [1, 2, 3]. This allows for the synthesis

of multiple dynamic digital receiver beams. Further, multiple

transmit channels are being suggested as an extension to DBF

systems. Adding transmitters can be beneficial as it offers

interferometric capabilities or allows using sub-pulse tech-

niques [4]. With this, we arrive at what is commonly referred

to as MIMO SAR (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output SAR), a

term originating from communication.

The virtue of MIMO SAR is that it extends the dimension

of the trade-space. This allows the conception of systems

which overcome or bypass the limitation of conventional

SAR. Obviously multi-channel SAR offer the engineers a

wide variety of options for constructing new operation tech-

niques (modes) and combining them in multiple ways. The

question is whether these techniques are useful in the sense

of improving the performance? Indeed there are several pub-

lished MIMO operation techniques which turn out to increase

the complexity while in the end not improving the perfor-

mance.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section a set

of parameters is introduced which describes the SAR system

and its performance. In section 4 a MIMO SAR system is in-

troduced which serves as an example for demonstrating var-

ious approaches in section 5 which explore the trade-space.

Interesting and unexpected compromises will be given for re-

alistic SAR missions. The approach is to keep the description

on a system level, thus avoiding too much detail.

3. SAR TRADE-SPACE PARAMETERS

The most relevant system and performance parameters are

shown in Fig. 1. Here the system parameters basically de-

scribe the instrument both in terms of quantities fixed to the

system design such as antenna dimensions, as well as opera-

tion parameters which can be set for a specific data take (e.g.

the Pulse Repetition Frequency, PRF). The performance is

usually derived from the mission requirement and described

in terms of a set of values for the performance parameters [5].
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Fig. 1. The most relevant system and performance parameters

for SAR. These parameters can be optimized using different

techniques (modes).

4. EXAMPLE MIMO SYSTEM

The specific system configuration to demonstrate each trade

tends to be different depending on the parameters involved.



Here we present one generic system which serves as an exam-

ple to demonstrate most of the trades. This system is shown

in Fig. 2 and consists of two transmit reflector antennas with

fixed beams and a single receive reflector with a digital multi-

channel feed array. A detailed description of the system and

its performance (although not necessary for the understand

the subsequent sections) is given in [6, 7]
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Fig. 2. Example MIMO SAR system showing the configura-

tion consisting of two fixed beam Tx reflector antennas and a

single Rx reflector utilizing a digital feed.

5. MIMO SAR TRADE-SPACE EXAMPLES

In the following a few interesting examples are given of how

the trade-space parameters interact.

5.1. Classical Trade: Resultion versus Swath

To understand the trade-space parameters we consider the

classical trade between swath and resolution. The process for

improving the azimuth resolution for a conventional single-

channel SAR is shown in Fig. 3(a) where the interaction

between system and performance parameters finally leads to

a reduced swath width. Similarly, any attempt to increase the

swath width leads to a worsening of the azimuth resolution.

In both cases the reason can be traced back to Shannon’s sam-

pling theorem, which gives the minimum number of azimuth

samples per time interval.
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(a) conventional single channel SAR
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(b) multi-azimuth receive channel SAR

Fig. 3. The interaction between the various trade-space pa-

rameters as a result of improving the azimuth resolution. Here

the parameter type is color coded, while up/down arrows in-

dicate whether the respective value increases or decreases.

The High-azimuth-Resolution and Wide-Swath SAR also

known as HRWS [8, 9] overcomes this limitation. By dividing

the receive antenna into multiple sub-apertures and recording

the data from each of them the effective sampling rate is in-

creased. This improves the azimuth resolution without sacri-

ficing swath width1 [10, 2] but requires a dedicated process-

ing [11, 3]. Note that a higher, i.e. better, resolution implies a

smaller value of the resolution parameter.

5.2. Antenna Height versus Swath Width

Going back to a single channel SAR it is noticed that the an-

tenna height is inversely proportional to the swath width. This

is because the swath is determined by the beam footprint on

the ground which is given by the ratio of wavelength to an-

tenna height λ/h0. Increasing the swath requires a reduced

antenna height which has consequences on the azimuth reso-

lution as shown before.
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Fig. 4. Trade-space example where increasing the antenna

height leads to an increased swath width.

This dependency is reversed for a MIMO SAR, i.e. an

increased swath requires a higher antenna as supported by

the following arguments. The system designer will choose

to increase the antenna height such that h > h0; to ensure

illuminating a larger footprint phase spoiling will be used in

case of a planar antenna, while in the case of a reflector the

elevation beamwidth is increased by narrowing the primary

feed’s beamwidth. The appearing range ambiguities will be

suppressed by using digital beamforming on-receive in ele-

vation. The basic technique is known as SCan-On-REceive

(SCORE) [12] where a narrow receive beam follows the pulse

echo on the ground in real time (see Fig. 6 and discussion in

section 5.3). Taking a closer look at the power levels will

show multiple effects: The power density on the ground in-

evitable drops due to the larger Tx beamwidth and the asso-

ciated reduced antenna gain; however the increased number

of transmit-receive modules involved causes an increase in

the total Tx power; on receive the system profits from the

increased gain due to the high antenna, which improves the

Rx power. The trade-space parameter interaction in shown in

Fig. 4

1assuming that the complexity, i.e. number of Rx channels is not a perfor-

mance parameter.



5.3. Azimuth Resolution versus Average Power

In MIMO SAR the average power can be increased to im-

prove the azimuth resolution. To show this, consider a single

channel reflector based SAR with separate Tx and Rx anten-

nas designed to yield an azimuth resolution δaz0. Now, a sec-

ond Tx antenna is added [7, 6] as shown in Fig. 2 . The system

is operated such that two sub-pulses are transmitted within

each pulse repetition interval (PRI). This operation technique

is known as the sub-pulse mode [4] where the two sub-pulses

are usually delayed by a small fraction of the PRI with re-

spect to each other as shown in Fig. 5. As a result of doubling

the number of transmitted pulses within the same time inter-

val the total average Tx power is doubled when compared to

the initial system. But now the number of received samples

per PRI is also doubled (i.e. the spacial sampling is doubled)

which reflects the unambiguous Doppler bandwidth and by

this the azimuth resolution2 which becomes δaz = δaz0/2.
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Fig. 5. The position of the sub-pulse samples depends on the

Tx antenna separation and the PRI.

The echo signals of the two sub-pulses arrive at nearly the

same time at the receiver. To separate the two echos multi-

SCORE is utilized here (see Fig. 6), where two receive beams

are generated, each one maximized to the direction of arrival

of one sub-pulse while suppressing the energy of the other

[4].

Note that the SAR system described here is truly a MIMO

SAR utilizing both multiple-transmit and multiple-receive

channels.

5.4. Interferometry versus Power

By increasing the PRF for the previous MIMO SAR the spa-

tial samples of subsequent pulses coincides (c.f. Fig. 7) thus

enabling along-track interferometric (ATI) capabilities. Sim-

ilarly if the arrangements of the Tx antennas is changed to be

displaced vertically instead of horizontally, cross-track inter-

ferometry (XTI) is provided. In both cases when comparing

to a system with one Tx and two Rx antennas, the actual trade

is power versus interferometric capabilities.

2Of course this requires that the antenna lengths are adapted to match the

increased Doppler bandwidth.
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Fig. 6. Multi-SCORE operation mode where two sub-pulses

are tracked simultaneously.
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Fig. 7. By adjusting the pulse repetition frequency the first

sub-pulse of a PRI can postioned such that it coincides with

the second sub-pulse of the previous PRI.

5.5. Range Resolution versus Swath Width

Another possibility for increasing the swath width of a MIMO

SAR is to split the available bandwidth B0 into multiple M
sub-bands such that each sub-band is dedicated to one sub-

swath. The digital beamforming capabilities on transmit are

used to transmit chirp waveforms each of bandwidth B =

B0/M to different angular segments. The bandwidths of the

different chirps do not overlap, i.e. the center frequency of

each chirp differs slightly from that of the others. The receive

bandwidth is B0 thus simultaneously collecting and sampling

the echos from the sub-swathes which may arrive at the same

time. The waveforms are easily separated before processing

using digital bandpass filters.

5.6. Data Rate versus Swath Width

In general when increasing the imaged swath width of a SAR

system two aspects have to be considered: the range ambigu-

ities and the timing. The former can be controlled by using

one of the techniques described before. The timing restriction

is caused by the fact that pulsed SAR systems are generally

not designed to transmit and receive at the same time. The

echo window time, determined by the PRF 0, the pulse duty

cycle, and the orbital geometry give the time where the echo



signal can actually be received. Thus the pulse transmit times

cause gaps in the data samples of the received echo and con-

sequently “blind ranges” in the resulting image.

One possibility to overcome blind ranges is to vary the

PRI from pulses-to-pulse [13] which smears the blind ranges

across the swath. However, in order to maintain the quality

of the azimuth impulse response, it turns out that the aver-

age PRF must be increased, i.e. PRF > PRF 0. The ratio

of average PRF to processed Doppler bandwidth is known as

the oversampling factor γ = PRF/BDoppler which will be

increased and is > 1. The data rate on the other hand is obvi-

ously proportional to the swath width being imaged, however

the value of γ enters the equation for the data rate as an ad-

ditional multiplicative factor. In a way it could be understood

as the ration of data rate to information rate.

6. CONCLUSION

The trade parameters of an example MIMO SAR system us-

ing two transmitters separated in along-track direction and

one receive with multiple elevation channels was examined. It

was shown that MIMO SAR offers a high flexibility in trading

the various parameters. Examples were given where changing

the value of a system parameter produced the opposite results

than what is known from classical single channel SAR.
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